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Went to check the store out while in Brugge door a concert. Ended up hanging 

out there for hours trying all the horns, talking sax and even got some repairs 

done on my baritone while at it. 

Fantastic place and I can now play stuff on my baritone I couldn’t two days 

ago! 

 

Y 

I have tried quite a few saxophones: vintage saxophones, a famous French, a 

handmade German, Italians and Japanese, but they lacked that extra 

something, a little bit of soul. This "connection" in the physical sense, "vibrating 

together" as it were. They were good, but ……… .. That is until Karel visited me 

to have 3 different finishes of his Adolphe Sax & Cie altos tested. 

 

Z 

As a starting saxophonist I was looking for a saxophone that could give me 

many years of pleasure. I was looking for an all-round sax with a nice warm 

sound, a solidly built instrument with a good application and of course an 

acceptable price. 

It may seem simple, but it is far from it. In recent years, the market has been 

inundated with various new saxophone brands. It is almost impossible to keep 

up. How do you distinguish the chaff from the wheat? I asked myself that 

question too. I therefore thought I would opt for a well-known brand that has 

been at the top for years, one of the big 4: Selmer. At least that way I would 

play it safe. 

 

However, I soon ran into a number of limitations: I was charmed by the sound 

of a particular model, but the price… that was really disappointing. Then 

explore the second-hand market. I tried a number of bells, but that was also 



disappointing: I did not really like the sound or there were technical flaws. The 

risks can therefore be great. 

 

It was time to rethink my thoughts and give other brands a chance as well. In 

two weeks I tested + \ - 20 bells: different models from Taiwanese brands, 

Japanese, Germans, etc. In many cases I did not find the sound appealing, I did 

not find the click you should have with your instrument. There were two saxes 

that could more or less appeal to me, but I found the prices of those horns 

unacceptably high. 

I followed the start of Adolphe Sax & Cie through the press. As a Belgian I am 

genuinely happy that a fellow countryman bought the rights to the name A. Sax 

and is also doing something nice with it. A well-known saxophone repairer gave 

me the tip to test Karel's saxes. He puts his hands in the fire as far as sound and 

quality are concerned. 

I then put it to the test and met Karel in his beautiful Art Nouveau building. 

My visit got quite out of hand, in a positive sense: I spent more than 2 hours in 

his business. I had a very pleasant conversation with a man who has an 

enormous passion for saxophones. His story, the energy and love he puts into 

his business, his pursuit of continuous improvement of his instruments can be 

called admirable. Anyway, how do those saxes sound now? Well, admirable as 

well! I was pleasantly surprised: close your eyes, imagine yourself in a cozy 

brown bar where you can hear someone playing a jazz number with an aged 

sax. Warm and catchy, to dream away. That's how a sax by Karel sounds. His 

instruments are well in hand, you feel that you are holding a solid sax. Nothing 

cheap, nothing plastic. Although its different versions (painted or not) are 

beautiful. You would almost have a hard time choosing. 

 

I took a few days to think but I was out quickly. That one nickel silver sax just 

stuck in my head so you know enough. Finally a very solid sax that has a nice 

warm sound and is sold at a fair price. I took Vesper home with me. Why the 

name Vesper? Vesper is the name of the Bond girl in the movie Casino Royal, 



but also the name of a cocktail that approximates the color of my sax. Couldn't 

be better! 

 

I am glad I listened to the advice. The Adolphe Sax & Cie saxophones can 

compete with the big names. I am convinced. Go test them and put them to the 

test. Bet you go home with a smile on your face? 

 

W 

In the summer of 2013 I played a lot of different saxes, old and new, French 

American, Japanese, Taiwanese and you name it. It was ALMOST many saxes, 

but it was never love at first hearing. The new saxes generally have a good 

intonation and a good sound, but that sound often tends very much towards 

confection: uniform. 

 

With most new saxes it is difficult to find your own sound. The oldies are often 

difficult in terms of intonation and operation but generally sound good and 

lived-in. 

 

I came across the renewed brand Adolphe Sax via the internet and made an 

appointment with Karel. Very handy that he comes home with a car full of 

saxes. This way you can try something out in your own familiar acoustics. When 

blowing his tenor it was immediately hit: Wow what a sound !!!! 

 

I've been playing it for six months now and have already recorded a CD with it. 

This sax has a lot to offer. The sound is powerful and robust. Even if you play 

very softly, it does not get thin. If you play whisper quietly, you will hear the air 

rustling nicely in the tube. This sax has what you call: “a sound within a sound” 

You usually don't hear anything like this in Japanese! 



The sax adapts very quickly to large dynamic differences in your playing and 

stays on track. Also in terms of intonation. If you play hard, he will keep 

“singing” and steady. The sound has a broad core, can be brutal but also sweet. 

The flageolets also fly out effortlessly. 

 

Finally an instrument with the advantages of a new sax but with the character 

of an old French. The Adolphe Sax is a must. 

 


